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ABSTRACT

The popularity of the gated communities and guarded neighbourhood in Malaysia and around the world has grown on the ecology of fear and the desire of consumers for the safety of their lives and properties in their homes and surroundings. Reports of break-ins in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood are appearing in local media from time to time which shows that the management of gated communities is not ideal. There exist no criteria for effective security in gated communities. It was thus imperative to study and design a model that could ensure the security and safety of the residents in these communities. For this, the objectives of this research were to develop the concept, criteria and model of effective security management of gated communities. The criteria for effective security was intended to be developed based on the perceptions of the developers, architects, management corporations, private security services firms, government bodies, and residents. Therefore both qualitative and quantitative research methods were used. Semi-structured interviews were carried out among developers, architects, private security services firms, security experts and government bodies related to security industry. A structured questionnaire was distributed among the service providers to get their point of view on the criteria for effective security management of gated communities and guarded neighbourhood, improvement, and the process of security practices. Thematic and descriptive analysis of the data showed 42 important criteria and sub-criteria, based on which a model for effective security management of gated communities and guarded neighbourhood was proposed. The model was validated and modified at the end of the study. The study, therefore, proposes a model based on 5 main criteria, that are physical security design, organizational principles, organizational structure, and physical technology design. This model can enhance the effectiveness of security firms, residential associations as well as developers in the planning and construction of secure gated communities. The success of the proposed model may be considered a factor in justification of gated community and guarded neighbourhood as a good club.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Residential areas surrounded by walls or fenced are named as gated communities where community access is restricted (Musterd et al., 1999; Goobler, A, 2001). Majority of the guarded residential developments are using CCTV and security personnel. These are usually characterised by statutory provisions and also legal agreements which are imposed on the residents with a common code of conduct (Blandy et al., 2003; Musterd et al., 1999; Simeon Mitropolitski, 2006). All gated communities have security forces, CCTV surveillance, gym, swimming pools, private bars, children’s playgrounds with accompaniment of care-taking staff (Blakely et al, 1997; Hook and Vrdoljak, 2002). Barriers are used to enclose streets, sidewalks and amenities while main gates are managed by a security guard or are opened with a key or any other electronic identity card (Low.S, 2003).

Gated communities are found in various forms as they are almost everywhere in the society. For example in Brazil, the most widespread form of gated communities is called ‘Condomino Fechado’ (closed housing estate). In Arab countries, gated communities are in the form of ‘expatriate compound’ while in most of the Southeast Asian countries, enclosed neighbourhood can be defined as gated communities. In South Africa gated communities are also given the names of ‘security park’, ‘suburban enclave’, ‘urban fortress’, ‘surrounded area’, and security village”. In USA gated communities refers to ‘common interest development’
They also include ‘Closed Cities’ of Russia, the ‘Barrios Cerrados’ of Argentina and the ‘Dutcha Settlements’ of Bulgaria.

In the opinion of McKenzie (2005), in housing estates, where private governance is applicable, one has ownership to an individual unit and also to common facilities. The unit is owned in shared facilities with all residents in the housing area. The buyers purchase property with the limitations, guidelines, and procedures, under which all owners decide to pay monthly payments. In short it is a private government into which all residents are registered immediately after purchase. The limitations and maintenance in the use of common properties are enforced by the association which is supported by lawyers and other specialists. The walls, gates, hiring of guards and private police force is controlled by homeowner association to measures the security.

Gated communities, in Malaysian context, can be defined in the same way. Gated communities are secured by a wall or fences with access of residential units controlled by measure or limitations such as security officers or security guards, gates, blocks or chains with 24-hours security, patrolling, Closed Circuit Television (CCTV), Central Monitoring System (CMS) and other facilities (Hasmah and Ahmad Ariffian, 1993; Lim, 2003; Kasi, 2004; Clarke, 2004; Wong, 2005; Noredayu, 2006; Ismar, 2006; Azimuddin Bahari, 2007; Norazmin, 2007; Grace Xavier, 2008; Mohammad Tahir et al., 2009; Asnida, 2010; Jiva, 2010 & 2011; Ahmad Farid, 2011; Ahmad Hariza, 2011; Kamariah, 2011; Ruhaizin, 2011; Wan Srihani, 2011; Ahmad Zulfadzlan, 2012; Zurinah, 2012; Ainur, 2013). According to Department of Town and Country Planning Peninsular Malaysia guideline (2010), gated communities are divided into landed or high-rise properties. These communities are managed by developers or management corporation (MC) or subsidiary managing corporation (Sub-MC) (Azimuddin Bahari, 2007; Tiun Ling, 2009; Wong, 2010; Jiva, 2010 & 2011; Zurinah, 2012), which are elected by the residents. All of them share the common characteristic of providing private units and common properties with private governance and private maintenance, and private security services paid by the residents (Blakely & Snyder, 1997; Renaud, 2003; Tiun Ling, 2009; Wong, 2010; Jiva, 2010 & 2011; Mat Noor, 2011 & 2011; Ainur, 2013).
Strata Titles Act, 1985 controlled the developments of high rise communities before 2007, but landed gated communities were far ahead of law and regulations. In 2007, there was new Strata Titles (Amendments) Act 2007, added to the existing laws recognizing the gated communities. The Parliament enacted a new act which regulated the management and maintenance of the common properties. These laws brought landed gated communities under relative control and therefore, without signing a mutual deed of covenants, the house purchasers could have title to the common areas but before these laws, the title to such places was given under the said covenant. Since the time, when landed gated communities were introduced in Malaysia, the common places were public but remained gated against the provisions of several federal laws. This did not change even after the laws of 2007. Despite the fact, that after 2007 all the gated communities were to be treated as strata title property, developers, however, continued to get approval for gated communities under National Land Code 1965 as a substitute of Strata Titles Act 1985. The Strata Titles Act 1985 (with effect from April 12, 2007) by the Strata Titles (Amendment) Act 2007 now allows a GACOS to be statutorily created and regulated like other types of strata schemes. Now Land parcels with buildings are to be governed by the Strata Titles Act, in the same way as a high-rise building, if a developer indicates practical. This means that for the justifications of the Strata Titles Act 1985, land parcels with structures can in positive conditions be preserved like a multi-storey building lying down on its side. There are several important qualifications though. The Strata Management Act, 2013 received its Royal Assent on 5 February, 2013 and was gazetted on 8 February, 2013. It is now known as Act 757 with the gazette, ACT 663 Building and Common Property (Maintenance and Management) ACT 2007 or popularly known as JMB ACT and Strata Act 318 are automatically abolished. The Strata Management is now operational nationwide from 1.6.2015. The writing is done in sections which is relevant to the unit owners so that unit owners can let the Management Committee to manage common property in an effective manner and interact professionally. This act aims to clear all ambiguities, prevent abuses by the developer and major parcel owners, gives more enforcement powers to the authorities and create a better living environment for all.
In 2010, new guidelines for gated communities were introduced whereby the title to common places inside the gates was declared to be private and treated as strata. While public places in the new gated communities will be private. The guidelines, however, exempt the existing communities from these rules. This guideline is prepared in order to help out the state authority (SA), the local authority (LA) and the technical agencies to plan and control the housing developments based on gated communities. This guideline also provides fundamental guidance to developers and residential associations in developing gated communities and in forming guarded neighbourhood method.

The Strata Titles (Amendment) Bill 2012 (STAB) and Strata Management Bill 2012 (SMB) has been approved by the Malaysian Government, which entails some changes in the new Acts, especially management. Firstly, with the Strata Management Bill 2012 (SMB) taking result, it is conceivable to take a two-tier organisation corporation, namely a core running corporation to prolong and accomplish common property enjoyed by all parcel owners and a subsidiary management corporation to conserve and accomplish the limited common property that is solely enjoyed by the limited parcels owners. The two-tier management corporation is best for mixed development projects so that common property is entirely maintained by only those parcel owners.

Secondly, after the implementation of the Strata Titles (Amendment) Act 2013 and the Strata Management Act 2013 changes will be brought in new projects that are approved. Strata titles to the parcels will be issued upon purchaser taking vacant possession of the parcels. As a result, there will be no need for the establishment of the joint management body (JMB). The responsibility to manage and maintain the common property for the period, commencing from the date of delivery to vacant possession for a parcel to a purchaser by the developer until one (1) month after the first annual general meeting of the management corporation (preliminary management period) will be on the developer and the developer, will not, later than the expiry date of the preliminary management period, hand over the control of records, balances of money in the maintenance account and in the sinking
fund account and all assets of the management corporation to the management committee of the management corporation.

Thirdly, Strata Title Tribunal as established to address strata management regarding claims like recovery of charges or contribution to the sinking fund by the property managers. It is understood that tribunal proceedings would hear claims fairly and impartially as each party is given reasonable opportunity to present its case. Moreover, Tribunal consist of the members who are from judiciary or legal services or people who are considered advocates and solicitors under the Legal Act 1976 with not less than 7 years standing. The Tribunal proceedings also give for friendly sittings as parties would not be represented by any advocate and solicitor at the hearings, unless in the opinion of the Tribunal, the matter in question involves complex issues of law or if one party may suffer severe financial hardship if he is not represented by any advocate and solicitor.

The modifications are compiled to the enactment of the Strata Titles (Amendment) Act 2013. The Strata Management Act 2013 might further the procedure of issuance of strata titles and deliver improved guard to parcel owners.

Safety and security has been majorly the reason for initiating the concept of gated communities.(Noredayu, 2006; E.Perumal et al., 2007; Grace Xavier, 2008; Jiva, 2010 & 2011; Ruhaizin, 2011; Ahmad Hariza, 2011; Zurinah, 2012; Ahmad Zulfadzlan, 2012). The demand for it increased, based on concern for security, lifestyle and prestige (Blakely and Synder, 1997; K.W.Mak, 2004; Wong, 2005; Lim, 2003; Jiva 2011). Today it has developed into a good selling tool for residential developers adding premium to the amount of developers. However, there is a debate on marketing versus security which still continues whether gated communities mainly focus on marketing strategies or security. In short, there exists a debate between gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.
1.2 Theories Justifying Gated Communities

Different theories have been put forward for justification of gated communities in USA and other countries by various scholars. However, with the passage of time, some of those claims proved to be debatable. These theories include Private Governance, Demand and Supply, Structuration Theory which connected Club Good Theory with gated communities. A brief discussion on selected theories and the criticism thereof is discussed below by the author.

(a) McKenzie (2005) believed that ‘the private governments are … significant organisation[s] imitating the conceptual modification toward privatism that is specific of the neo-liberal compromise”. He justified private governance on developers pursuing higher density in order to preserve profits even with increasing land prices. Many middle and upper class home-buyers, horrible of crime and disenchanted with government, are seeking security. A homogenous resident, and managerial private government; and local governments seek development and improved tax profits with minimal public overheads.’

Privatization is always related to a concept that allows government to shift responsibilities to private parties such as private services agencies. Privatisation is believed to result in better performances, increased efficiency, focusing into specific specialization and improvements. Some also relate privatization to poor management in the government (Pounder, 2009). McKenzie (2005) supports private governance, as government receives tax shares and doesn’t deliver a range of facilities and services to the community. The weakness of argument is that private agencies may make certain rules and regulations based on profit and not on social objectives solely. Certain private agencies may use the power for certain reason that may even not benefit the community (e.g.: management not clear of compounds which are considered public spaces) by including public spaces in their own compound.
(b) Most of the literature on gated communities (Blakely and Snyder 1997a; Low.S., 2003; Hook D., and Vrdoljak.M., 2002; Luymes. D., 1997; Blakely E.J and Snyder M.G., 1997(b); Atkinson, R., and Flint.J., 2004) stresses on demand and supply sides. Demand can be defined as the discussion shaped by the motivation of the gated communities residents seeking security, safety, prestige, privacy, a new lifestyle community and controlling the quality of their housing and property value enhancement.

Roitman, (2005) and McKenzie, (2005) in connection to supply and demand theory justify the causes for the arrival of gated communities which are based on structure and subject concept, using Giddens Structuration theory (Giddens, 1998). The former is called supply side and is being influenced by the social, political and economic structure, and the latter being the result of the motives and desires of the social actors here to be called the demand-side. In order to cater for the demand of buyers, the presumption is that the trend among developers to come up with more and more of such projects will continue. Security is one of the main features which has attracted more buyers to gated communities.

The supply and demand theory might not be completely true as it may be considered the consequences of the privatisation of the governance by the government. Various organisations belonging to the state as well private sector shapes the public opinion (Garcia-Ellin, 2009). The media, the legislature, the politicians as well as some courts all play a role in the indoctrination of the public. The demand and the claims for safety and security which are considered to be the main reason for the popularity of gated communities might be artificial. It may therefore be noted that supply-side discussions are centred on the expectations of state and developers/builders. They may be using gated communities as a marketing device and the local governments might be using it for justifying the privatization of public services.

(c) The supply and demand theory and considering gated communities to be effective and efficient way of providing security is justified based on club theory. The rational is to share into many small people, whereby he
believed to join consumption club (Webster, 2002). According to Davis (1990), he choose this theory for fortress approach and Low (2003) said that unreasonable fears and the increase of a new divided the argument that he found or Blakely and Snyder (1997) protectionist said that the development of a new order in the divided city, influences establish or pro-autonomy views.

Webster (2001: 2002) has related the theory of club good economics to gated communities growth and this effort delivers a tough way to consider the effectiveness, efficiency and attractiveness of gated communities for their residents.

Buchanan (1965; 1968) has established a club good theory which describes collective consumption. He put forward a new perception on the economics of consumption involvement (Cullis and Jones; 1992). Buchanan showed an innovative perception on the economics of consumption sharing. Buchanan studies how a particular population employed in an existing structure of state maximize benefits with minimum cost and at the same time variety of services can be enjoyed by the customers (Buchanan; 1968).

Lemanski (2008) criticised gated communities. He believes that homeowners enjoy their property rights of security based on financial payment. This violates human rights of citizens, as every legal resident has the “correct to self-determination and security of the individual” (S.A. Bill of Rights) under the South African constitution. In the context of supposed state failure, it is very much clear to allow citizens, “to be allowed from violence from whichever community or private sources” (S.A. Bill of Rights), safety takes to a definite grade been transferred and accordingly developed the reserve of the wealthy. The poor too has the rights for security under the constitution. The privatisation of security therefore appears to be unfair to the poor.

Bowers and Manzi (2006), discusses the utility derived from gated communities in two fold functions of gating: firstly, the creation of goods that
members seek e.g. increased security, relative privacy, relative exclusive use and access to services such as swimming pools, badminton court, tennis courts, gym and other facilities are difficulties. Furthermore, the entrances protected the inadequate divisibility of the properties to associates and their visitors. Gated communities boundary and proof of association, (Bowers and Manzi, 2006) are correct to put away, is an accepted explanation to these shared consumption difficulties.

Gated communities are defended by Bowers and Manzi on the-basis of club good theory and that is why householders seek out membership of such housing methods. The club good imprisons and maximize the benefit purposes for its members; it does not create a direct utility for the wider society outside the gates (which is the same as for other categories of housing units). Due to this many observers are worried (without much confirmation either approach) as the gated communities expansions will produce negative externalities for the wider society (Bowers and Manzi, 2006). Bowers and Manzi (2006) argued that gated communities should be able to deliver positive externalities over producing work prospects or interesting new selling increase into the neighbourhood.

Webster (2005) is of the opinion that gated communities provide secure and maintainable technique of providing a set of “ordinary of alive” truths. The have concluded that these group of people delivered both more effective and efficient (Ward, 2004) service (Turner, 1990). Has Ward (2004) argued that do gated communities deliver effective security? It’s true or false in Malaysia? No empirical study so far is linked with this theory within or without Malaysia. This research is therefore required to identify effective security for gated communities.

1.3 Research Issue

Public safety is a matter of concern in Malaysia. It is an important national agenda, which has implemented prominently in the 10th Malaysia Plan. Different techniques have been designed towards creating a safer environment in which one
can live and work. Crime affects not only personal safety of the citizens but also their economic well-being. This is why developers in Malaysia prefer to provide gated communities, and this is the very reason there is higher demand from buyers, who believe that gated communities offer security for the protection of their family and property. Media reports support this point that some occupants from gated communities are not happy with the equal security that is delivered by the law implementation agencies and other housings (The Star and Property Malaysia).

Although the strategy makers, lawmakers, judiciary and developers in Malaysia maintain on the security and safety for gated communities, however, still crime is committed in gated communities (Grace Xavier, 2008). The report of few cases by media reports and few researchers (Noredayu, 2006; Grace Xavier, 2008; Tiun Ling, 2009 and Jiva, 2010 & 2011) in limited gated communities, deliver good motive for unbelieving such entitlements. Several examples are provided below:

On nation-wide level, it is stated that a woman and her three-year old son were found killed at their condominium unit (The Star, 2007). The condominium had only one CCTV system at the guardhouse and despite the fact that guards were present at the guardhouse, visitor’s car registered numbers or identity card details were not noted. Another case was of a nine-year old girl was found brutally murdered after she was raped. She lived in a posh condominium of gated communities (The Star, 2007). Yet another incident was of Singaporean woman was found raped and stabbed in a condominium (The Star, 2007). In both the incidents, the culprits had access to the community.

In Johor Baharu, in spite of security, a high level gated community has become the goal of masked robbers. The first break-in at the housing area situated in a resort at Senai happened on Valentine's Day. It happened at about 3am, when four robbers wearing masks broke into a German engineer's home and two days later, on Friday, two robbers broke into the house of a South African couple, by smashing the front sliding door at 2.50am (The Star Malaysia, 2007).
The research of security situation for the early part of year 2010 is being done at 20 gated communities and guarded neighbourhood in Johor Bahru Tengah (Jiva, 2010; 2011 and 2012), including those covered by Noredayu. The former researcher confirmed crime is still being committed in the given gated community. Some of those were reported and others were not. According to Noredayu, the unreported cases were minor offences. While Jiva stated that the reason for unreported cases was to protect the reputation of the given gated communities.

If crime is decreased by the gated communities, they must be stimulated as a legal instrument to fight against crime regardless of any other consequences that such gated communities may impose on the growth of a country (Landman, 2000). The enquiry is whether they do in fact decrease crime or not? There are many examples in which gated communities are not guaranteed where protection is concerned. For example, in the first nine months of 2012, there were three snatch thefts, 13 break-ins and 15 robberies in SS18, Subang Jaya, even though most areas in that neighborhood are gated communities (Fairuz, 2012 and Grace Xavier, 2013).

Crimes do occur within gated premises and it might be due to many issues. Some blame the ineffectiveness of the security staff and the lack of correct training (Oh 2013a). There are many security guards with no or very little education (Grace Xavier, 2013).

Pragmatic exploration confirms the above news, which means the security in some of such communities are ineffective (Jiva, 2010& 2011; Noredayu, 2006). Noredayu (2006) believes that although security structure benefits decrease crime within the structure, it does not yet assure the protection of residents and their properties. She reported that within two years (2004 to 2005) there were five reported cases which involved burglary, theft, and vandalism. These cases have not been reported to the police.

Ineffectiveness of security can be well understood from this statement: “Though cases of crime in gated communities are recognised to happen, and there
have been many criticisms of unproductive guards, by and big, gated communities are progressively current these days”, (Property Malaysia, 2006 & 2010). This statement shows that ineffective guards are the cause of ineffective security.

It is clear that the core service (i.e. security) is supposedly desired by house buyers when they do selection for family unit in the Malaysian gated communities which is not as effectively provided as one would assume. House owners in gated communities also pay higher fees. Wong (2010) planned the greater expenditures for preserving a house in Malaysian gated communities. She established that residents pay for services such as cleaning, landscaping, and maintaining common facilities and the services which are provided by the developers and management corporations.

### Table 1.1: Expenses for the security services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Housing Projects</th>
<th>Expenses for security (Monthly) RM</th>
<th>Number of Security Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sri Damai H</td>
<td>20,000.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpianEmasJalan 58/59</td>
<td>10,000.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utama East Avenue</td>
<td>9,657.50</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdana Terraces</td>
<td>9000.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdana Fairways</td>
<td>7000.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdana Pak Homes</td>
<td>7000.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 shows the monthly expenses for the security by the management. The expenses for Sri Damai H are RM 20,000 which is quite high. As for the other housing projects, the maintenance fees were not more than RM 10,000. Mr Chan from Melati Ehsan (Sri Damai H Housing) stated that their company outsources the security services. Mr Brendon said that their company does not hire their own security staff because once the period of the developer’s management expires they will hand over to the residents to manage, and the security staff will be unemployed when the period of the management finish. The possibility rates are increasing because number of security guards and housing units are high. Gated communities
should deliver effective safety and security thus one should expect higher management fee.

There is an enquiry on gated communities whether it’s providing effective and efficient services to residents or not (Siti Hajar et al., (2010)? In Malaysia homebuyer’s donot receive effective and efficient security services. Malaysian homebuyers are paying higher service charges but are receiving less facility.

Malaysian might think to purchase a property in Malaysian gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. The reasons are pointlessly costly properties. Purchasers may not emphasize on security service only; because it is clear that the charges of security delivered by the share of the community is less expensive as compared to an individual home owner. When observed in broader context, he may find out that just like a usual home purchaser, the member of gated communities in Malaysia pay usual taxes with those payable to local authority. He then-discovers that the member of gated communities pays for maintenance charges enforced by developers and management corporations. Moreover, he pays a higher purchase price for a house in the community. Considering together all these expenses and the prospect that crime can be committed in the community, a given house purchaser may come to a conclusion that living in gated communities is more expensive than purchasing a normal house. These doubts are because of the effectiveness of security in gated communities. Ineffective security in gated communities may have various causes including poor management system.

Noredayu (2006) and Jiva (2010 ;2011 ; 2012 ;2013) stated that the effect of security in gated communities is the reason for crime as it happens because the guards are not responsible in their duty and work scope. This statement was confirmed by Jiva (2010) in her research. Jiva found the reasons for crimes happening in the gated communities like security guards’ attitude and behaviour are ineffective, security devices are not functioning and lacks human resources with electronic devices.
Tiun Ling (2009) studies supports the above findings. He mentioned that property management in Malaysia are ineffective and its effect the parties involved such as residents, management, security firms, property managers and developers.

Tiun Ling (2009) has studied factors contributing to weak management of high-rise residential properties in Malaysia as compared to the structure practices in other countries. Major factors contributing to the difficulties are lack of initial planning, unawareness of buyers, lack of guideline on property managers, inadequate regulation and ineffective management practices.

The above studies is based on small samples which is a problem. This study is based on few reported cases of crime committed in these gated communities. There are no studies about the manner of security elements and whether or not the crime can be prevented by a particular type of security. A new study therefore is required to ascertain the causes of ineffective security services in Malaysian gated communities so that proposal for good security can be made which could lead to the satisfaction of the residents.

The security risk does exist in Malaysian gated communities. Therefore the question about the validity of the club-good theory arises under neo-liberal economic system, particularly when security and safety of the residents is to be one of the utilities provided by these communities.

The main elements of club goods theory i.e. the effective delivery of security at a minimum charge, if occupied on its face value, may validate the growth of gated communities in Malaysia. View these fundamentals at broader level, will propose otherwise. Observing the failure of delivery of security in the Malaysian gated communities at reasonably high cost makes the theory less persuasive at least

\[1\] At this stage few issues are not clear: is the club goods theory accurate? If yes, what caused the failure of such a theory in Malaysia? The writer presumes the case depends on circumstances, i.e. poor management of security services may have led to crime committed in gated communities.

\[2\] Club Good Theory is property rights will maximize benefits especially in security services and minimize costs for residents to enjoy their security services. There are no such studies on this issue and no existing knowledge linked with theory with or without Malaysia that contributed in criteria for effective security management in gated communities.
in the Malaysian perspective but gated communities are here to stay in Malaysia and in another place. It is necessary to search for ways to apply best efforts for the residents of these communities.

So far there are few studies about the above aspects of gated communities. Tiun Ling (2009) has studied and found some factors that contribute to weak management of high-rise (not landed gated communities) residential properties in Malaysia. Other researchers studied social disadvantages (Caldeira, 2000; Scott, 2002; Sandercock, 2002; Ismar, 2006; Asnida, 2010; Kevin, 2010; Ahmad Farid, 2011) and economy (Blakely and Synder, 1997; Luymes, 1997; Blandy, 2006; Mycoo, 2006; Richter and Goetz, 2007; Siti Hajar et al., 2010; Wong, 2010; Mariana, 2011). Yet a group of researchers examined the legal aspects (Shaharuddin, 2005; Azlinor Sufian, 2005; Azimudin Bahari, 2007; Mohammad Tahir et al., 2009), urban planning perspectives (Mahadi, 2007; Norazmin, 2007; Salleh Buang, 2007; Mat Noor, 2011 & 2012; Kamariah, 2011; Wan Srihani, 2011; Ainur, 2013). Leisch, 2002; Noredayu, 2006; Grace Xavier, 2008; Jiva, 2010 & 2011; Ruhaizin, 2011; Ahmad Hariza, 2011; Zurinah, 2012; Ahmad Zulfadzlan, 2012; studied security and safety in gated communities. None of them focused on how the provision of security elements should be managed effectively. In simple words, they did examine the effect of the planning and design, technology and management specially in planning and management of security services.

The Planning Guidelines for Gated Communities, (2010) are also not comprehensive and not tested. Their focus is more on physical planning control only. The list of planning guidelines is not complete and may not really prevent crime in gated communities. But these guidelines clarified the definitions and physical design of gated communities in Malaysia. There is no proper guidance for service providers and receivers about how to maintain and manage security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

In a nutshell, there is lack of comprehensive study on security in Malaysia. In other words no study is being conducted on:
i. What is security in gated communities;
ii. Whether the current management is effective or not;
iii. The criteria for effective security services which are provided by service providers (developers/management corporation/property managers/joint management corporation) in gated communities and;
iv. Residents’ satisfaction, about delivery of good security service.

There is greater need for this study to be undertaken in Malaysia because the existence marketability and sustainability of gated communities depends on effective security.

To bring success in effectiveness in delivery of security services, the device or the worth whereby security is provided must be inspected. The security elements in the gated communities are relevant to this point. Empirical study of such a mechanism is needed. The study will consist not only of the management device but should also pay attention on other aspects such as, the planning and design and technology during implementation stage in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

1.4 Research Question

The research issues give rise to number of questions, namely:

i. What is security?
ii. What is effective security, and how it should be managed?
iii. What are the challenges(s) being faced by service provider in implementing security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood?
iv. What are the criteria for an effective/good security?
v. What are the effective security criteria? Does the service provider consider it critical?
vi. What is the model for effective security?
Based on the above discussion, the current research will focus on criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood which is up to the expectation of management.

1.5 Research Aim

The aim of the research is:

To propose a model for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

1.6 Research Objectives

This study embarks on the following objectives:

i. To explore what is effective security
ii. To identify criteria for effective security
iii. To evaluate criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.
iv. To develop a model for effective security according to the newly identified criteria in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

1.7 Research Significance

This study will propose a model for effective security for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. It can prove to be helpful for developers, management corporations and security firms in providing security to residents’ satisfaction. The
result of this study will also benefit the individuals (residents or future buyers of gated communities or public), and Malaysian Government for having safe and secure shelters.

1.7.1 Residents or Future Buyers of Gated communities or Public

This study will benefit the members of public i.e. residents and future house buyers by providing them with information about gated communities, as what to expect when buying gated communities and when they become a resident of gated communities. They also have to know their rights to get maximum services benefits through security provided by service provider. Through this study it is hoped the house buyers will make informed decision about whether or not to buy house and live within gated communities. Further knowledge can be gained by readers or students on model of effective security for gated communities.

1.7.2 Property Developers and Managers

The criteria for effective security, how to deal with their planning and design, technology, and management affections security in gated communities will be studied by the housing developers and managers. The study would also be helpful for developers and managers to be aware of the problems involved in the management of gated communities. It is hoped that this study will come up with a refined set of management roles and process that can be used by current or upcoming gated communities for their security.

1.7.3 Property Management Corporations
The result of this study i.e. the criteria for effective security, can be used as guideline or best practice by the property management firms and management corporations (MCs). They are the ones who provide security and set the management through planning and design, technology and management within the gated communities. It is very much necessary for them because they need to make the right choice in order to achieve a higher quality of life in security management and maintenance in their communities.

This study can also be used as a reference material for future and upcoming management corporations, to use the model for effective security of their gated communities.

1.7.4 Residential Security Experts

The results of this study can be helpful for residential security experts to improve their security skills and methods, involving the process of planning and design, technology and management in order to create a better security for current and upcoming gated communities.

1.7.5 Malaysian Government

This study can prove to be helpful and can be used as a reference for policy reform when the Malaysian Government wishes to enhance its current guideline for planning and design, technology and management of gated communities to prevent crime and bring effective security.

1.8 Research Scope
The basic aim of this research is to explore what is effective security and to identify criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood, which is based on experts and practitioners in security industry. It explore the methods and process of security elements, the ways through which it could be made effective and maximise the service benefits. Criteria for effective security will also be evaluated by this research and whether or not the service providers (developers or management corporation or security firms) have provided effective service in their current security aiming at resident’s satisfaction at gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. A model will be developed through this research for effective security according to the newly identified criteria for gated communities and propose a model of effective security for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood as there is no model for effective security for Malaysian gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

The club good theory is propagating maximum benefits at minimum cost. The focus of this research is only on maximum benefits received from security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Further research will be carried to find an essential criterion for receiving maximum benefits from effective security of residential development.

Tiun Ling (2009) suggested the need for the study of establishing the standards and qualification designed for each security staff working. Therefore, this research will focus on this aspect, it will exclude new legal delivery that can avoid ineffectual security protectors from being working or the standard parameter about the wage degree and employed hours for security guards. Security is one of elements which is included in property management. The focus of above author is on effective security. This research will be conducted for an effective security in landed residential properties which are gated communities.

The focus of this author (Mat Noor, 2010) is improving the cost efficiency in managing the housing development in Malaysia. The issue of property management in high-rise residential areas is highlighted through mass media, thus giving some clues about the gap in high-rise residential management. Researchers have given
suggestion for further studies that should be conducted on economic related exploration, location controlling and success of the run through. The above author did not study about effective security but this research focuses on effective security elements such as the planning and design, technology and management, in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

The study of Zurinah (2014) focuses the physical planning of gated communities and guarded neighbourhoods, like the construction of unauthorised guard houses, the size of fences or the construction of physical barriers to meet security requirements. This study presents a model to enhance the preparedness in physical security elements in gated communities and guarded neighbourhoods integrating MCDA and (GIS). This approach in integrating MCDA and GIS enhances the result analysis to identify gated residential communities and guarded neighbourhoods that are best planned in terms of physical security, as well as the actual level of security achieved. The integration of MCDA and GIS helps in resolving various problems associated with the planning and management of gated communities and guarded neighbourhoods. In particular, the adoption of GIS more precisely elucidates the specific planning requirements for the improvement of such communities. The development of policies and guidelines are established to achieve the best results in the planning and implementation of security features for gated communities and guarded neighbourhoods of the future. Zurinah’s (2014) focus was on planning and design only but this research will focus on planning and design, as well as technology and management of gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

There are no statistics to show the actual number of gated communities in Malaysia since the concept of a housing scheme behind walls is relatively new in Malaysia, however, they are estimated more than 1000 gated communities (Jiva, 2011; JPBD, 2012; Zurinah, 2012; Ahmad, 2012; Ainur, 2013). Tiun Ling, (2009) and JPBD, (2010 & 2011) identified the current expansion of gated communities in Malaysia notably, especially in the large cities like Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Penang, Johor Bahru which are the main cities where the development of landed and high-rise residential properties in urban Malaysia has taken place. The focus of this
study will be the Johor Bahru areas of gated communities and guarded neighbourhood because the crime rate is very high there. This research will select few cases study based on landed residential properties.

This study focused on the practice of service providers in security field such as developers, property managers, management corporations (MC), Joint Management Body (JMB), residents association (RA), security firms, and security managers who are involved in the process of security in gated communities.

Exploring effective security, identifying and evaluating criteria for effective security and also to develop a model for effective security according to the newly identified criteria for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood were focused in this study.

1.9 Research Strategy and Methods

The methods and strategies in the research are designed to meet its objectives. Therefore, this study included three steps;

- Theoretical phase,
- Empirical phase
- Evaluation phase.

In this study, qualitative and quantitative research methodologies were adopted. The qualitative research focuses on exploring what is effective security and to identify criteria for effective security in gated communities, which comprise of security elements, current management and process using content analysis through in-depth interview (Strauss.A and Corbin.J., 1990; Catherine, 2007; Matt Henn, Mark Weinstein, and Nick Foard, 2006; Earl Babbie, 2011). Following Maxwell (2005) in Donald Ary, Lucy Cheser Jacobs and Chris Sorensen (2010), the study begins with qualitative aspects. These consists of definitions, concept, process,
assumptions, expectations, beliefs, and theories needed for exploring the effective security and identify criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Whereas, in qualitative study, reference will be made to books, journals, seminar and conference paper and recorded documents. Qualitative data will be gathered during the interview session with 15 respondents who will be experts and practitioners in security industry.

This qualitative data collection will be conducted to confirm the criteria for effective security before conducting quantitative exploration. The purpose of quantitative research is to evaluate current practice of criteria for effective security in few case studies of gated communities through questionnaire distribution with developers, Management Corporation (MC), Joint Management Body (JMB), security firms and property managers. Questionnaire will be distributed to service providers to evaluate criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

The study explores the criteria on behalf of effective security of gated communities and guarded neighbourhood in Malaysia. For evaluating the criteria, it is necessary to understand their concept and current practice that is applied in Malaysia. The respondents for this research are selected according to experience and expertise in security. Following Tiun Ling (2009); JPBD (2007; 2010) Ainur (2013); and Zurinah (2014), case studies are located at Johor Bahru, having residential gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

For identification and examination of criteria for secure gated communities, data will be based on current practices, collected during questionnaires. The combination of the qualitative and quantitative studies is intended to be used for proposing a model for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. According to the newly identified criteria for gated communities, theoretical criteria for effective security will be evaluated by comparing it with actual practice. If there appeared any difference in implementations of security by developers, management corporation (MC), Joint Management Body (JMB), security firms, and property managers will be examined and will be used for the proposal of
new model for effective security. Later the model will be tested and modified if needed, by reference to the opinions of focus group of experts during evaluation stage.

1.9.1 Data Collection and Data Analysis Methods for Objective One and Two

Objective one and two is to explore what is effective security and identify the criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. It is very important because this is the first step for confirming or disconfirming the club good theory as a justification for expansion of gated communities. For achieving this objective qualitative methods are using Nvivo software. There will be 7-15 semi-structured interviews with security firms, security managers or executives, police or arm forces and academicians who are experts and practitioners in security industries will be used, which may be considered purposive sampling (Creswell; 2009, Uma and Roger; 1992; 2009; 2010 and Ranjit Kumar; 1999). Initially, purposeful sampling is done for recruitment of participants. This technique is used because it is important to recruit individuals who are experts and with appropriate knowledge. It is also known as purposeful qualitative sampling (Creswell, 2009). For this, literature of recorded data such as books, seminar and conference papers and other official document will be used.

For objective one and two things will be done. A pilot study will be conducted, based on open-ended questions on questionnaire for interviews with 5 respondents from security firms, security managers, police or army force and academicians who are experts in security industries and purposive sampling (Creswell, 2009; Uma and Roger; 1992; 2009; 2010 and Ranjit Kumar; 1999).

The theoretical findings on effective security will be used for designing survey instrument, for open-ended questions on questionnaire and for interview survey. After excellent enquiries have been developed using principles of question construction, the researcher will pilot test the questions. In such a pilot study the
general questions are raised to open up the door for further examination of the phenomenon observed. As a prelude, this initial work helps to prepare a framework of the study.

This study will explain what effective security and criteria for effective security matters is, such as:

i) definition
ii) concept
iii) assumptions, expectations, belief and theories
iv) current challenges
v) criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

The interview survey on questionnaire then will be tested using pilot study. A pilot test of interview review survey is a procedure in which a researcher makes changes in an instrument based on feedback from a small number of individuals who complete and evaluate the instrument (Creswell, 2012).

The modified interview survey questionnaire will be distributed to the target population. Fifteen of security experts and practitioners (security firms, security managers, police or army and academicians) will be interviewed. Method of interview will be one-on-one interview session.

For instance, record the answers for the open-ended questions in interview survey about the practice of the respondent about what is effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Participants can freely give their opinions unconstrained by any perspectives of the researcher or past research findings, and to allow the participants to create options for responding upon answering open-ended questions which are given (Creswell, 2012).

A popular approach in educational research is the one-on-one interview that is a data collection process in which the researcher asks questions and records them
from only one participant in the study at a time (Uma and Roger, 1992; 2009 & 2010, Ranjit Kumar, 1999 and Creswell, 2012). Although one-on-one interviews are the most time consuming and costly yet they are effective. Visual method, audio recorder and field notes will be used to record the conversation in this interview. When face to face interview is difficult to be carried out then another type of interview can be conducted through email; or when it is costly. The opinions from experts are important because availability of published materials is less to support the research on effective security.

The content analysis processes is mainly based upon the opinions of identified experts and practitioners to develop theories and projections for the future. A group of experts is drawn from several disciplines and professions. The content analysis is to be used for the validity of the content and its suitability where there is limited information in literature of the related study. It is technique in which the panel members are in fact experts in their field in order to yield more accurate results.

The researcher then records and types the data into a computer investigation file for data analysis using Nvivo software (Creswell, 2012). The Nvivo software is computer analysis of qualitative data storing, analyzing, sorting and representing or imagining the data. This software combines efficient management of non-numerical, unstructured data with powerful processes of indexing, searching, and theorizing. Nvivo is designed for researches making sense of complex data, it offers a complete toolkit for rapid coding, through consideration, and rigorous management and analysis. Speciality of the program is the ability to generate text data matrixes for evaluations. It also provides for visually mapping categories identified in this analysis.

Final outcome of objective one and two will be displayed (Miles and Huberman, 1994) by consuming statistics or pictures that expand the conversation about what is effective security and identify criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.
1.9.2 Research Methodology for Objective Three

In this research the third objective is to evaluate the criteria for effective security from perspective of service provider of gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Qualitative methods will be adopted by the researcher to achieve the objective based on five case studies in Johor Bahru.

The step taken for objective three will be: A questionnaire will be distributed to the service providers who are providing service in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood using purposive sampling. To get the best information (Ranjit Kumar, 1999 & 2005) a structured questionnaire will be distributed using purposive sampling. The sampling size will be taken according to Zurinah’s (2014) research work. Interview questionnaires will be based on 5 case studies and selected from service providers such as property managers, developers, Management Corporation (MC), Joint Management Body (JMB) and Residents Association (RA) based on case studies in Johor Bahru. Content analysis method will be used to analyse the interview questionnaire using Nvivo software to achieve research objectives. The basic aim of this study is to evaluate important criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood and find the gaps between criteria and current practice of security service towards security service providers.

1.9.3 Research Methodology for Objective Four

To achieve objective four, the proposed criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood would be tested using interview with focused group of experts and practitioners in the security industry. Expert opinions will be sought by the researcher about practicality of the criteria, and the model.
The purpose of each data acquisition and analysis method is to obtain insight about practicality of the newly developed criteria and model. Based on the final analysis of those criteria, focus will be on finding the gaps in the acquired data testing. The five (5) interviews will be conducted with the experts and practitioners in the security industry such as housing security experts and practitioners. Then it will be–used to propose final model for effective security. This interview with experts and practitioners in the security industry will be for the verification and validation of the model, after a preliminary model is developed. To ensure that the specification is complete and that mistakes have not been made in implementing the framework, a confirmation will be carried out. (Charles M. Macal, 2005).

The validation will be conducted through in-depth interview with experts in the field of security. Structured questions will be used to get the experts’ opinion about the proposed new model for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Definitely validation is not used only for model implementation but with the whole process of the model that is whether proposed framework is lawful, idealistic, realistic, and practicable or not and whether the problem of effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood could be resolved or not.

The survey forms will be divided into the following four sections:

- Section A shows the findings of the research (A model for effective security according to the newly identified criteria for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood),
- Section B is to evaluate the flowchart of model technically (the formulation involved in the model),
- Section C is to evaluate the acceptability and workability of the criteria and important drivers derived through stage two of this research, and finally,
- Section D is to evaluate the reasonableness and implementable model for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.
1.10 Expected Outputs

The study will consist of exploring what is effective security, the perceptions of security experts and practitioners such as security firms, security executives, and security managers and academicians. The studies will also identify and evaluate criteria for effective security such as the planning and design, technology and management using club good theory. This research also will evaluate criteria through selected case studies on service quality by security provider in Johor Bahru.

After a preliminary model is tested and modified, a final model for effective security will be proposed, based on the analysis of the acquired data. There is no model for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Such model is expected to be developed at the end of this study.

This research will identify the accurate criteria on effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood with need towards specifically addressed security elements such as the planning and design, technology and management in club good theory (maximize services benefits). Therefore, this study is hoped to contribute to focus group of the individuals (residents or future buyers of gated communities or public), residential security experts, developers or Management Corporation (MC) or Joint Management Body (JMB) or property managers and Malaysian Government to develop best practices of effective security for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood in Malaysia.

1.11 Thesis Structure

This research will be arranged into eight (8) chapters.
Chapter 1 states the research problem, research issue, research questions, research aim, research objectives, research methodology, research contributions and thesis structure. The most necessary thing is to describe in general how the researcher aims to plan and achieve for the preparation of this research.

Chapter 2 in general will contain literature review. Firstly, this chapter will focus on the definition of gated communities, guarded neighbourhood, effective security and quality of life. Secondly, overview of gated communities and guarded neighbourhood in Malaysia followed by the policy and practice transformation of Malaysian gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Lastly, there will be discussion on the justification of club economics in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

Chapters 3 In this chapter there is discussion about crime issues of Malaysian gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. As time passed some of those claims proved to be untrue or debatable. There is a brief discussion on urban crime, definition of crime, fear of crime, crime in Malaysian gated communities and guarded neighbourhood, reasons for crime, an overview of security elements in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood and criteria for security elements.

Chapter 4 is still literature review. This chapter deals with development of criteria for effective security such as planning design and technology for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.

Chapter 5 is literature review of management for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood in Malaysia.

Chapter 6 In this chapter there will be discussion about the research methodology used in this study. It is based on the method used for analyzing the data or information, findings and discussion of both primary and secondary data. This chapter will also discuss which principles, approaches, techniques, tools and methods will be used to achieve the objective in this study.
Chapter 7 is about the data analysis to explore what is effective security and identify criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood of chapter 6 which is suitable for each objective in this study. The data or information will be analysed and presented by using the figure, table, chart, graphic and etc. This chapter is about discussion and interpretation of each data acquisition using analysis method to obtain insight and evaluate criteria for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood based on the current practices and proposed model for effective security according to the newly identified criteria can be assessed and modified if needed. Depending on the circumstance and chance the modified model may be pilot tested before concluding the study. Based on the final analysis of the acquired testing data, a proposed model for effective security will be proposed, after a preliminary model is tested and modified. This chapter discusses validation of effective security model for gated communities and guarded neighbourhood in Malaysia.

Chapter 8 provides conclusion and recommendation about proposed model for effective security in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. The research carried out, will be concluded in this chapter. The limitations of this study will eventually lead to suggestions for future research.

1.12 Summary

The effective security criteria is derived in a process model for this study by achieving the research questions and objectives developed with the methodology outlined in this chapter. The critical elements and/or criteria from the model will become critical success factors for those involved in successful implementation of effective security criteria. An effective security model of effectiveness will prove useful towards determining criteria. It constitutes the major influence on gated communities and guarded neighbourhood facilities and also security management which covers a big scope of facilities and management of a building, simultaneously
to know how these criteria’s affect service. This research will be helpful towards the better understanding of the role of each criterion that is likely to occur in operation and management period of the gated communities and guarded neighbourhood. Next chapter discusses first stage of the literature review on security followed by security expansion in gated communities and guarded neighbourhood.
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